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Dynamic Ring-on-Ring Equibiaxial Flexural Strength of Borosilicate Glass

Xu Nie and Weinong W. Chen*
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A novel dynamic ring-on-ring equibiaxial flexural testing technique with single pulse loading capability is established on a modified Kolsky bar. This technique is then utilized to investigate the loading-rate and surface-condition effects on the flexural strength of a borosilicate glass. Quasi-static and dynamic experiments are performed at loading rates ranging from 5 × 10^{-1} to 5 × 10^{6} MPa/s. It is found that the flexural strength of the borosilicate glass strongly depends on the applied loading rates. HF acid corrosion on the surface promotes the flexural strength to above 1.3 GPa. Fractographic analysis shows that surface modification has changed the type of flaws that govern the flexural strength of glass samples.

Introduction

Research on transparent armor glasses and ceramics has received increasing attention due to their wide applications as vehicle windows. Experimental studies on several candidate materials under high strain rate compressive loading conditions have provided measures on the mechanical and failure behaviors of the materials.\(^1\,^2\) However, more systematic research efforts are still needed to develop a complete understanding of the dynamic failure of the transparent armor materials. In the event of impact on a window plate, the dominant and vital failure is shown to be spalling and bending-induced tension on the back side of the plate.\(^3\) Under such a loading condition, the plate material
is subjected to an out-of-plane deflection in a biaxial stress state.

Over the past several decades, vast amount of research has been carried out to explore the biaxial flexural strength of glass and ceramic materials.\textsuperscript{4–9} Together with these experimental efforts, theoretical and numerical analyses were proposed through statistical approach to better interpret the strength data and failure mechanisms.\textsuperscript{4,7,10,11} However, it was only until recently that these studies have been expanded to dynamic loading conditions, for which the data are of great desire to the high speed impact applications. Cheng et al.\textsuperscript{12} tested the dynamic biaxial flexural strength of a thin ceramic substrate with a modified piston-on-three-ball testing configuration. In these experiments, dynamic loading is applied on the center of the specimen through a thin incident bar driven by a force hammer. Because dynamic loading may induce resonance in the sample that superimposes inertia forces on the intrinsic material response, there is an upper limit in the loading rates. The highest frequency component in the loading pulse should be controlled to be lower than the first resonant frequency of the specimen.\textsuperscript{13}

Except under extremely high pressure or temperature, the failure of brittle materials under impact is controlled by flaw nucleation, propagation, and coalescence. At a higher loading rate, more flaws need to be driven simultaneously to dissipate enough elastic energy upon fracture, which requires a higher load to fail the material and thus causes the rate dependence of the material strength. When the material under investigation is glass, in addition to rate effects, these materials are also susceptible to surface flaws due to the lack of bulk flaws.\textsuperscript{14} Flexural tests on glass materials suggested that the shape and severity of surface flaws are the key factors in strength determination.\textsuperscript{15,16} Consequently, the dynamic biaxial bending behavior of glass materials should be determined together with the loading-rate and surface-flaw effects.

In this paper, we studied the surface-flaw and loading-rate effects on the biaxial flexural strength of a borosilicate glass utilizing a modified Kolsky bar, also called a split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB), with its testing section customized into a ring-on-ring equibiaxial bending configuration. Pulse-shaping technique is applied on the Kolsky bar to ensure both force equilibrium and constant loading rate in the specimen. In order to preserve the fracture surfaces, a momentum trap is attached to the incident bar to prevent multiple loading on the sample resulting from stress wave reflections in the incident bar. Circular disk glass specimens used in this research are subjected to three different surface conditions: ground by 180-grit sandpaper, mechanically polished, and polished and etched by 5% HF acid. These surface treatments are intended to introduce/modify surface flaws such that the fracture mechanisms may be altered. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to characterize the features on the fracture surfaces.

It is found that the flexural strength of the borosilicate glass increases with increasing loading rates under all surface conditions. The HF acid etching promotes glass surface tensile strength by a factor of 4 under equibiaxial bending, while sandpaper grinding compromises the strength by about 50% due to the severe surface flaws introduced by abrasive particles.

**Experimental Procedures**

**Materials and Specimens**

The borosilicate glass used in this research is provided by U.S. Army Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, in the form of 3.3-mm-thick flat plates. The material composition and specifications can be found in a previous paper studying the shear-stress effects on the compressive strength of the same glass.\textsuperscript{2} These glass plates were machined to disks of 2 mm in thickness and 45 mm in diameter, with the top and bottom surfaces being mechanically polished to 40/20 scratch/dig and the overall surface roughness to be $< 20 \text{ Å}$. In order to reduce the possibility of edge failures, the circumferences of the disks were fire polished to eliminate sharp surface cracks induced by grinding. The as-polished samples were then divided into three groups. The first group stayed at the original as-received state and was tested without further surface modifications. The second group of samples was ground by 180-grit sandpapers to intentionally introduce surface flaws. The last group was etched by 5 wt% of HF acid aqueous solution for 15 min. This specific modification is performed to either completely remove or significantly blunt the pre-existing surface flaws by stripping off the glass surface layer by layer during etching. The etching process results in a 20-μm reduction in thickness at each surface of the samples. To avoid the possible moisture interaction with etched glass to inhibit the formation of new surface cracks, the etched specimens were subjected to mechanical loading within several minutes after etching.
Experimental Techniques

**Strength Test Methodology:** In our previous study,17 uniaxial four-point bending tests were carried out on the same material with an in-house-made loading fixture in the testing section of a Kolsky bar. It was found that at a certain stress level, the fracture origins universally shifted from the central surface to the edge, presumably due to the competing failure mechanisms between surface flaws and edge flaws. However, with the interference of edge failure, the flexural strength measured in these tests are considered to be lower than the intrinsic surface tensile strength due to the fact that the stress on the edge is concentrated and does not reflect the global tensile stress on the surface. Therefore, a new flexural testing technique without the influence of edge flaws is desirable for the characterization of dynamic flexural strength of borosilicate glass when surface-located flaws are strength limiting. In this study, an equibiaxial ring-on-ring testing fixture was developed according to ASTM C1499,18 and introduced to a modified Kolsky bar. A pair of concentric steel rings was attached to concentric aluminum substrates on the Kolsky bar so that the system alignment is secured. The rings were hardened to HRC 60 and then polished to ensure a smooth contact with glass samples. The diameters of these concentric rings were 12.5 and 25 mm, respectively, with a ring tip radius of 2.5 mm. The incident and transmission bars of the Kolsky-bar setup are made of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy with a common diameter of 31.75 mm. An image of this testing configuration is shown in Fig. 1. In addition to the ring fixture, a pair of universal joints that are of the same diameter as the bars was also placed between the gage section and the transmission bar. Universal joints were adopted in Kolsky-bar system to eliminate possible misalignment in the gage section.19 This modification is very important in brittle material testing because these materials are susceptible to failure initiation from concentrated stresses. If the stress distribution in the specimen is nonuniform, premature failure may occur even when the global stress level is still low. The joints used in this research are composed of a convex plane and a concave plane, which are of equal curvature and facing each other. During specimen installation, this pair of surfaces is the last to engage, eliminating misalignment and ensuring an even contact between the loading rings and the specimen surface.

Dynamic experiments were carried out on a modified Kolsky-bar setup. Kolsky bar is a well-established experimental method utilized for the characterization of dynamic properties of materials over a large range of strain rates.20 Originally developed by Kolsky,21 this technique was initially proposed to characterize the stress–strain behavior of ductile materials at strain rates up to $10^4$/s. Over the past decades, a growing desire to understand the dynamic properties of a broader range of materials has urged further modifications on this device. With the implementation of pulse shaping technique,22 the application of this high strain rate testing device has been extended to the characterization of a variety of materials including soft materials23 and brittle materials.1,2 A pulse shaper is normally a thin disk of ductile metal placed on the impact end of the incident bar. For a given impact velocity, the shape and magnitude of the incident pulse can be adjusted by changing the diameter, thickness, and the material type of the pulse shaper. In a conventional Kolsky-bar experiment where pulse shapers were not used, the incident pulse profile is trapezoidal with high-frequency oscillations riding on the plateau. These high-frequency components not only make the stress state in the specimen complicated but also may cause the disk specimen to vibrate, leading to inaccurate stress/strain measurements. This makes the measured sample stress history uncertain. Therefore, to load the disk specimen at a nearly constant loading rate without exciting resonance, the loading pulse needs to be carefully designed and controlled in order to achieve a proper rise time and eliminate high-frequency components. In a ring-on-ring flexural experiment, the specimen loading rate is proportional to the deflection rate.18 Hence, the profile of the loading pulse needs to be determined in such a way that the reflected wave (deflection rate history of the sample) has a plateau after the initial rise. In this study, an annealed copper disk pulse shaper of 1-mm-thick and 3.3 mm in diameter
was used to generate the desired incident ramp pulse at a resultant specimen loading rate of approximately $5 \times 10^6$ MPa/s.

Another modification for dynamic equibiaxial ring-on-ring test on glass materials is the single-pulse loading technique. In a quasi-static ring-on-ring experiment, the disk specimen is loaded at a certain deflection rate controlled by the crosshead speed. The end position of the crosshead can also be set so that the sample is loaded only by a well-defined loading profile. However, such a close-loop control system does not exist in a conventional Kolsky-bar setup. When the initial compressive wave arrives at the specimen end of the incident bar, part of the pulse is reflected back as a tensile wave due to the low wave impedance of the specimen compared with the incident bar. This tensile wave will again be reflected at the impact end of the incident bar as a secondary compressive wave, which reloads the sample. In this way, the specimen is loaded multiple times before the kinetic energy of the incident bar finally dissipates. Repeated loading on a fractured glass disk could activate additional failure sites at different locations, and encumber the fractographic analysis. In order to prevent the repeated compressive pulses from reloading the specimen, a momentum trapping technique has been adopted to ensure single loading on the specimen. A brief illustration of this technique is shown in Fig. 2. A flange is screwed on the impact end of incident bar, with a heavy mass closely sitting against it. The heavy mass has a central hole that allows the incident bar to run through. The gap between the flange and heavy mass is calibrated such that after the first compressive wave passes through, the flange is in contact with the heavy mass. While the reflected tensile wave reaches the impact end to initiate the secondary compression, the heavy mass acts as a rigid wall and reverses the would-be compression pulse in the incident bar into a tension pulse. This tension pulse and its subsequent reflections pull the incident bar away from the specimen, thus leaving the specimen untouched after being loaded by the first incident pulse. The stress-wave signals in the incident bar with and without momentum trapping technique are compared in Fig. 3. It is clearly shown that with the momentum trapper, the secondary compressive wave is converted to a tensile wave, which eventually retracts the incident bar.

Quasi-static experiments were carried out on a servohydraulic testing machine with the same loading configuration as implemented in the Kolsky-bar setup. In both dynamic and quasi-static experiments, cellophane tape was applied to the compressive surface of the bending specimen to retain fracture fragments. The ring-specimen contact surfaces were lubricated by vacuum grease to minimize friction effects. The temperature of the testing environment was 26°C, with a relative humidity of 34%.

Fractography: Fractography was conducted on fracture surfaces to study the failure origins and types of surface flaws that initiated the fracture. Only the experiments where specimens failed within the loading ring

![Fig. 2. Modified Kolsky bar with a momentum trapping system.](image)

![Fig. 3. Stress-wave signals in the incident and transmission bars (a) with a momentum trapper, and (b) without a momentum trapper.](image)
area were considered to be valid tests. Radial fracture pattern of the fractured samples points to the location of failure initiation. The glass pieces were taken apart from the tape with extraordinary care to preserve the fracture surface. Optical microscopy was used to identify the exact failure origin on the fragments where the fracture was initiated. Selected fracture origins were further investigated by SEM to define the types of flaws.

Results and Discussions

Biaxial Flexural Strength

Equibiaxial flexural tests were conducted on all the three groups of glass samples at four loading rates (0.52, 42, 3500, and $5 \times 10^6$ MPa/s). The three lower rate experiments were performed on the servohydraulic machine, while the high rate experiments were conducted on the modified Kolsky-bar setup. The number of test specimens was chosen according to the specifications in ASTM C1499 such that at least 10 valid tests were secured at each loading rate and surface condition. A typical oscilloscope record from a Kolsky-bar experiment on an HF-acid-etched glass sample is shown in Fig. 4. The incident pulse is shaped into a nonlinear ramp to achieve a constant deflection rate in this acid-etched specimen before sample fracture. In a dynamic equibiaxial bending test, the glass specimen is initially subjected to acceleration until the desired loading rate is achieved. Under such conditions, the loading pulse profile needs to be carefully controlled in order not to excite the resonant frequency of the testing fixture; otherwise, a nonequilibrium force history will be imposed in the specimen in which the inertial force may be presented. In this study, the force histories on both loading-ring and supporting-ring sides were continuously monitored by the collected strain gage signals. Specifically, the force histories on the loading-ring side ($F_L$) and the force history on the supporting-ring side ($F_S$) are given by

$$F_L = EA(e_i + e_r)$$

$$F_S = EAe_t$$

where $E$ and $A$ are Young’s modulus and cross-sectional area of bars, respectively; $e_t$ is the strain history of transmitted pulse while $e_i$ and $e_r$ are the strain histories of incident and reflected pulses, respectively.

A typical dynamic force equilibrium check is shown in Fig. 5. As evident in the figure, the two force-history curves are in good agreement with each other during the entire loading period. The minor oscillations on both curves are presumably caused by stress-wave reflections in the ring-specimen testing section. Once dynamic force equilibrium is established, the biaxial flexural strength of the borosilicate-glass sample can be calculated by the peak load achieved in the sample in the light of the circular plate theory:

$$\sigma_f = \frac{3F}{2\pi h^2} \left(1 - \nu\right) \frac{D_S^2 - D_L^2}{2D^2} + (1 + \nu) \ln \frac{D_S}{D_L}$$

where $F$ is the peak load recorded, $h$ is the thickness of the sample, $D_S$ is the supporting-ring diameter, $D_L$ is...
the loading-ring diameter, \( D \) is the diameter of the sample, and \( v \) is Poisson’s ratio of borosilicate glass.

The calculated strength values for borosilicate glass samples at different loading rates and surface conditions are summarized in Table I. The results indicate that the surface modifications significantly affect the flexural strength of the glass material. Sandpaper grinding degrades the strength by 60–70% from the as-polished surface condition. However, HF acid etching on as-polished specimens promotes the surface tensile strength by 200–400%, depending on the applied loading rates. The experimental results also indicate that the loading rate has remarkable effects on the flexural strength. Under all surface conditions tested, the strength universally increases with loading rates. But the rate of strength increase levels out at the loading rate of \( 3500 \text{ MPa/s} \).

### Fractography

The strength variations observed under different surface conditions stimulated further fractography investigations to understand better the fracture mechanisms of borosilicate glass under equibiaxial flexural loading conditions. A series of fractured samples from Kolsky-bar experiments are shown in Fig. 6. Because the samples were loaded by a single pulse, the fragments were well preserved after the initial fracture events. As indicated by the fracture patterns shown in the figure, the likely failure origins are all located in the central areas of specimens regardless of surface conditions. No edge failure was identified in the study reported in this paper. It is also observed that the density of cracks increases with flexural strength due to the increasing amount of elastic energy that needs to be released during fracture. As for the sandpaper-ground samples, a primary crack (indicated by an arrow in Fig. 6a) is identifiable, while the other cracks were initiated at different locations along this crack. However, this primary crack becomes less distinct for the as-polished samples (Fig. 6b), on which the majority of cracks were converging back to a common origin. This crack pattern finally changed into a complete radiation type for the HF-acid-etched samples, with essentially all cracks converged back to exactly the same failure origin (shown in Fig. 6c). The transition in macroscopic cracking mode inspired further investigation on the strength-governing flaws under each surface condition. In this research, fracture surface images were taken by SEM and are shown in Fig. 7. It should be pointed out that, as can be seen from Fig. 6c, the equibiaxial bending fracture origin of HF-acid-etched sample is almost pulverized and thus the fracture surface around the failure-initiation flaw was heavily fragmented. For the purpose of comparison, SEM images showing the failure origins of an HF-acid-etched glass bar sample, which was loaded in four-point bending, are therefore given in Fig. 7c.

### Table I. Equibiaxial Flexural Strength of Borosilicate Glass under Different Loading Rates and Surface Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading rate (MPa/s)</th>
<th>0.52</th>
<th>42</th>
<th>3500</th>
<th>5 \times 10^6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HF etched (MPa)</td>
<td>352 ± 35.7</td>
<td>744 ± 96</td>
<td>1267 ± 124</td>
<td>1383 ± 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-polished (MPa)</td>
<td>146 ± 11</td>
<td>180 ± 13</td>
<td>245 ± 15</td>
<td>255 ± 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandpaper ground (MPa)</td>
<td>46 ± 3</td>
<td>52 ± 4</td>
<td>77 ± 8</td>
<td>83 ± 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strength data are in MPa.

Fig. 6. Fracture mode of glass samples with different surface conditions (a) ground samples, (b) as-polished samples, and (c) acid-etched samples.
the sandpaper-ground samples, sharp cracks that penetrate into the subsurface are visible at the center of the fracture zone. Further polishing on the as-ground surfaces resulted in the reduction of critical crack size, and thus an increase in flexural strength. The strength governing the flaw size on HF-acid-etched surface is similar to that on the as-polished surface, whereas the flexural strength of the etched sample is four times higher than that of as-polished samples. The mechanisms of acid corrosion on glass surface were discussed by Proctor and colleagues.\textsuperscript{26,27} It is assumed that there are sharp surface cracks existing on the machined and/or polished glass surfaces. During etching, the crack surfaces are uniformly attacked by HF acid at every point. Consequently, such a precrack develops into a semicircle or a semiellipse depending on the original crack shape and etching time (over etching would more likely lead to a semiellipse shape). A simultaneous acid attack on numerous surface cracks creates a “bumpy” surface pattern as is evident in Fig. 7c. According to the model, the final radii of these surface pits are determined by the depth of original flaws; hence, the observed variation in the pit radii may be directly related to the variation in initial crack size. The fracture surface of an etched sample reveals that failure was initiated at a severe surface pit. However, no sharp front of a precrack was identified.

Fig. 7. Scanning electron microscopic images showing the fracture origins of glass samples receiving different surface modifications. (a) Ground by sandpaper, (b) As-polished, and (c) Polished and etched by HF acid. Fracture surfaces for acid-etched samples are taken from the four-point bending experiment for comparison purpose.
This indicates that the fracture of an etched specimen is originated from a blunt surface flaw, unlike the case of as-polished specimens where a sharp surface crack is located in the failure origin. As a result, although acid etching developed similar flaw depths possessed by as-polished samples, the blunt nature of etching pits offers much less stress intensity compared with the sharp crack front in polished samples, and thus raises the flexural strength significantly.

**Slow Crack Growth (SCG)**

Because all the tests were performed in ambient conditions, such a relationship between fracture strength and applied stress rate implies the SCG mechanism might have been activated. SCG is commonly found in flexural tests of ceramic materials, while the sample is loaded at relatively low stress rates, and is thought to be driven by the combination of applied stress and chemical composition in the test environment. For glass materials, water molecules in the atmosphere could react with silica bonds at the crack tip under the assistance of applied tensile stress (stress corrosion). This reaction will lead to crack growth and thus the degradation of fracture strength. Flexural tests performed at very high stress rates or in an inert environment, however, typically do not exhibit SCG because either the experiment is too fast for the crack to grow or the absence of chemical compositions would inhibit the stress corrosion process. Therefore, the glass fracture strength first increases with the increasing stress rates but finally levels out at a certain transition stress rate. The rate dependence may be approximated by

$$\sigma_f = [D\sigma]^{1/(1+n)} \quad (4)$$

Taking the logarithm of Eq. (4), we obtain

$$\log \sigma_f = \left( \frac{1}{1+n} \right) \log D + \left( \frac{1}{1+n} \right) \log \sigma \quad (5)$$

where $\sigma_f$ is the fracture strength, $\sigma$ is the applied stress rate, $n$ and $D$ are SCG parameters. Figure 8 shows the log-log plot of fracture strength versus stress rate. According to Eq. (5), the SCG parameter can be determined by calculating the slope of the fitted line. Linear regression fit was only applied to the data points obtained from the three low-rate tests, because the highest rate ($5 \times 10^6$ MPa/s) might have been beyond the region wherein the SCG mechanism is active. It needs to be pointed out that due to the limited number of glass specimens, only 10 valid tests were conducted under each loading rate and surface conditions. Although this amount of tests is enough to characterize the mean biaxial strength of glass, it may not provide sufficient resolution to accurately scope the SCG behavior of borosilicate glass. Therefore, the SCG parameters obtained in this study may only provide a reference to our understanding on the stress corrosion process, which obviously has occurred during the course of experiments. As is evident from Fig. 8, the SCG parameter $n$ appears to be a function of surface conditions, that is the initial flaw sizes. As the initial flaw size decreases, the material becomes more susceptible to SCG, which is indicated by the decreasing $n$ value. Early study on stress corrosion has revealed that the diffusion rate of water molecules from atmosphere to the crack tip played an important role in crack growth under the assistance of applied stress. This diffusion rate of water molecules, however, could be affected by many factors such as the relative humidity in the environment, the size of the flaw, the temperature, and the morphology of the crack. SEM images in Fig. 7 show the fracture surfaces of ground and as-polished samples consisting of similar flaw structures which are identified as sharp surface cracks induced by mechanical contact. The fracture surface of the etched samples, however, clearly shows the fracture originating from a surface pit that is blunt in nature, and sharp cracks may have developed underneath these pits upon mechanical loading. Although these pits are of a similar size to the crack origins in as-polished samples, they are completely different in terms of morphology. This difference may account for the significant difference in SCG parameters between these two surface conditions and would require future study for further confirmation.
Conclusions

A dynamic equibiaxial ring-on-ring flexural testing technique was established on a modified Kolsky bar. The sample was subjected to a controlled loading profile such that both a constant loading rate and dynamic force equilibrium were achieved during the entire loading period. In addition, single-pulse loading technique was adopted to ensure that the glass specimen was loaded only once and therefore in the fractography point of view, the fractured samples were as pristine as they were in a quasi-static experiment. This experimental technique was then applied to investigate the effect of different surface conditions and loading rates on the equibiaxial flexural strength of a borosilicate glass. Flexural strength of 1.3 GPa at dynamic loading rates was measured on specimens where the tensile surfaces were chemically etched by HF acid. The flexural strength of the borosilicate glass increases with increasing loading rates for all the surface conditions studied. SEM images on fracture surfaces showed that the as-polished and sandpaper-ground samples failed from the sites where sharp surface machining or grinding cracks were presented. The HF-acid-etched samples failed, however, from blunt semi elliptical surface pits, which were developed by a continuous acid attack.
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